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Abstract. We present an approach for generating vectorial representations of graphs for machine learning applications based on a sensoric
response principle and multiple graph kernels. The sensor perspective reduces the graph kernel computations significantly. Thus, multiple kernel
(relevance) learning can be realized using the interpretable generalized matrix learning vector quantization (GMLVQ) classifier. Results obtained in
small molecule classification serve as proof of concept.

1 Introduction
Data comparison forms the backbone of machine learning and its applications
in chem- and bioinformatics. Both fields require the handling (and thus the
comparison) of structured data in the form of graphs, e.g. structural formulas or proteins. Frequently, graph-derived feature vectors, so-called topological
descriptors [1] are compared. Instead, a direct processing of structures can be
achieved by use of graph kernels [2], where a respective feature map is only
considered implicitly.
The particular choice for one or another topological descriptor or graph kernel comes with a feature bias, i.e., narrowing the model’s view to certain graph
properties while disregarding others. This necessitates either great computational effort during model selection or strategies like multiple kernel learning [3]
for combining different kernel matrices in a single learning procedure. As powerful as kernels can be, they generally limit the choice of the classifier to Support
Vector Machines (SVMs) [4] or models designed to handle proximity data such
as median and relational variants of Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) [5].
Here, we present an approach inspired by [6, 7] that maps graph data to a
proximity space by a sensoric response principle (SRP) [8, 9] based on different
graph comparison strategies allowing for relevance learning of these by Generalized Matrix LVQ (GMLVQ) as a prominent interpretable classifier model [10, 11].
This SRP, significantly reduces the number of kernel computations and, hence,
makes this method practicable also for huge data sets.

2 Background
The following two subsections provide primers on kernels for structured data
and instances of interpretable machine learning models for relevance learning.
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Yet, instead of graph kernels, any other topological descriptors can be used in
the SRP-approach explained later.
2.1 Graph comparison by kernels
Let G be a non-empty set of data points and κ : G ×G → R be a function. Then κ
is a kernel on G if there is a Hilbert space Hκ and a feature map ϕ : G → Hk such
that κ(x, y) = ⟨ϕ(x), ϕ(y)⟩ for x, y ∈ G, where ⟨·, ·⟩ denotes the inner product of
Hk . Such a feature map exists iff the function κ is psd and symmetric.
Kernels on structured data such as graphs are usually instances of so-called
convolution kernels [12]. The concept bases on substructure decomposition,
such that a graph kernel results from evaluating combinations of base kernel functions defined on parts. The validity of this approach follows directly
from the closure properties of positive definite functions. Obviously, kernels
may be designed by choosing H and ϕ, and simply evaluating ⟨ϕ(x), ϕ(y)⟩H .
This, however, requires operations in H, which might be computationally demanding such that eﬀicient calculations of κ(x, y) are aspired instead (kernel
trick). Every
√ real kernel determines a distance between structures x and y by
dκ (x, y) = κ(x, x) − 2κ(x, y) + κ(y, y).
2.2 Classification by Learning Vector Quantization
Generalized Learning Vector Quantization (GLVQ) as introduced by [13] sup|X |
poses data vectors x ∈ X = { xi }i=1 ⊆ Rn with class labels c(x) ∈ C =
{ 1, . . . , C } for training. Further, trainable prototype vectors w ∈ W =
|W|
{ wj }j=1 ⊂ Rn with class labels c(wj ) ∈ C are required such that each class
of C is represented by at least one prototype. GLVQ aims at distributing
the prototype vectors such that the class label of any new input x can be
inferred by means of the nearest prototype principle given by c(ws(x) ) where
s(x) = argminj d(x, wj ). This is realized by minimization of the cost function
(
)
∑
d(x, w+ ) − d(x, w− )
E=
f
(1)
d(x, w+ ) + d(x, w− )
x∈X

by stochastic gradient descent learning with respect to W, where f is a monotonically increasing function, d is a dissimilarity measure in Rn and w+ and w−
denote the closest prototypes to x with a matching label, i.e. c(x) = c(w+ ),
and non-matching label, i.e. c(x) ̸= c(w− ), respectively.
When d is set to be the (squared) Euclidean distance, as frequently done,
all input dimensions are weighted equally. To overcome this drawback, in [14]
the distance measure is adapted along with the prototypes, yielding a relevance
profile of the respective vector space dimensions. The Generalized Matrix LVQ
(GMLVQ) by [10] generalizes the relevance profile to a relevance matrix by considering an adaptive distance measure of the form dΩ (x, w) = (Ω(x − w))2
with Ω ∈ Rm×n being a mapping matrix m ≤ n subject to adaptation during
learning. The resulting matrix Λ = Ω⊺ Ω is denoted as classification correlation
matrix (CCM) with entries Λij reflecting the correlations between the ith and
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j th data features, which contribute to a class discrimination. The
∑ classification
influence profile (CIP), defined as λ = (λ1 , . . . , λn )⊺ with λi = j |Λij | provides
the importance of the ith data feature for classification.

3 Sensoric representations of graphs for eﬀicient learning
Consider a reference graph r ∈ G that may be understood as sensor in the space
G of graphs. Thus, each graph x ∈ G \ r can then be represented relatively to r,
i.e. in terms of multiple measurement schemes relating x to r. We denote this
approach as sensoric response principle (SRP). A way of comprehending those
responses is in terms of object proximities, e.g. in our context graph kernels.
Consequently, the sensoric representation x ∈ X of a graph x ∈ G is given by
the sensoric response vector x = d(x, r), with
d(x, r) = (dκ1 (x, r), dκ2 (x, r), . . . , dκn (x, r))

⊺

(2)

where dκi denotes the kernel distance corresponding to the graph kernel κi .
Hence, r = d(r, r) serves as a reference in the feature vector (proximity) space.
Fig. 1 visualizes this SRP. At the simplest, the reference r is chosen randomly
from G. To ensure no outlier was selected, a refinement step may be applied
that determines a new reference as the graph whose sensor representation w.r.t.
r is closest to the mean representation x̄ of all graphs, i.e. rnew = xs with
s = argminj d(x̄, xj ).

Fig. 1: Sensoric response features of graphs.
|R|

It is remarked that multiple references r ∈ R = {(ri }i=1 ⊂ G, |R| ≪ |G|)
may be chosen as also suggested in [7], yielding x = d(x, r1 ), . . . , d(x, r|R| )
as a graph’s sensor representation. A set of optimal representatives R may
be learned by median Neural Gas [15], which, however, requires full distance
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matrices, whose calculation was to be avoided in the first place. The obtained
sensor representations of graphs (feature vectors) serve as input to GMLVQ
described in Sec. 2.2.
Why the sensor perspective? Generally, this procedure enables machine learning
methods that intrinsically rely on vectorial data, now to be applied to structured
data. By mapping the graphs to proximity space we avoid the restriction to
median and relational variants of classifiers. Further, the design of the sensor
principle results in savings in time complexity: Given |G| = N data points, |R|
references and Nκ kernel methods to be evaluated. Then the sensor principle
only requires calculation of each kernel distance from every graph to the reference
and thus O(2N · Nκ · |R|) with Nκ ≪ N . In comparison, evaluating Nκ kernel
2
values between each pair of data points yields O( N2 · Nκ ).
Why relevance learning? Graph kernels used in practice are incomplete, i.e.
there are non-isomorphic graphs x and y ∈ G with ϕ(x) = ϕ(y) that cannot
be distinguished by the kernel [2]. This incomplete perspective on the graph
demands a careful kernel selection to reduce bias. However, problem-adequate
approaches are usually unknown in advance, making methods to learn their
optimal combination promising. Besides multiple kernel learning for SVM [3], a
kernel-related approach based on matrix learning by neighborhood components
analysis (NCA) [16] was presented in [6] for graphs. However, NCA is based on
the k-Nearest Neighbour algorithm, whose disadvantages are well-known.

4 Experiments
We evaluated our approach by training a GMLVQ on sensoric representations
of chem- and bioinformatic graphs from the publicly available TUDataset [17].
Graph representations were obtained by computing graph kernel distances using
the GraKeL library [18].
Data set, graph kernel and classification settings In particular, we considered
the small molecule data sets MUTAG and AIDS and the bioinformatic data
set PROTEINS. All graphs are undirected and node-labeled. We constructed
graph feature vectors using the SRP based on a randomly selected reference from
the data set and distance computation based on eight graph kernels: the vertex
histogram (VH), shortest path (SP), Weisfeiler-Lehman-subtree (WL-VH), Core
shortest path (CORE-SP), ordered directed acyclic graph decomposition - subtree h (Odd Sth), pyramid match (PM), propagation (PK) and neighborhood
hash (NH) kernel. We evaluated the GMLVQ-based relevance learning of sensoric
graph representations using 3 prototypes per class and 10-fold cross-validation.
Further, two baseline models were considered: 1) a simple GLVQ for comparison
with no feature, i.e. distance weighting and 2) a SVM from the benchmark [19]
for comparison with a non-SRP based pairwise proximity computation using
single graph kernels. Results from the latter are directly comparable as it bases
on the same data sets and kernel implementations.
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Results and discussion Table 1 gives an overview of the achieved classification
accuracies for the previously described models and datasets. Fig. 2 provides
insights into the influence of individual kernels on the classification.

GLVQ

SVM1

89.7

86.2

88.3

(±8.5)

(±4.6)

(±6.3)

AIDS

99.1

98.3

99.7

(±1.2)

(±0.5)

(±0.3)

PROTEINS

75.1

72.0

76.5

(±3.5)

(±4.0)

(±3.9)

GMLVQ
MUTAG

1

results from [19]: best performing kernels NH, PM and CORE-SP

Table 1: Mean classification accuracies with the standard deviation [%].

Fig. 2: CIPs obtained by GMLVQ.

GMLVQ outperforms GLVQ on all data sets, which suggests that a relevance
learning, i.e. a weighted kernel combination is beneficial for the class discrimination. Furthermore, GMLVQ yields accuracies comparable to SVM with a
single graph kernel although its computation load is reduced significantly due
to the SRP. In [19] it is further found that state-of-the-art graph neural networks (GNNs) do not outperform the simpler graph kernel-SVM combination
for classifying (discrete) node-labeled graphs. Nevertheless, GNNs enjoy great
popularity, especially since graph kernels scale poorly for large data sets (with
hundreds of thousands of graphs). With the SRP, we now propose an alternative
that relies on sparse and interpretable models still applicable to large data sets.

5 Conclusion
In this contribution, we propose the use of a sensoric response principle for
converting proximity data obtained by graph kernels into vectorial features for
machine learning. Considering multiple kernels avoids the so-called feature bias
or an elaborate model selection, while using the sensor perspective reduces the
computation time of the kernels significantly. In combination with matrix learning LVQ, the approach allows problem-specific weighting of individual features.
In the experiments, we empirically showed the potential of the SRP in the context of small molecule classification.
As the next step, we intend to extend the response principle introduced for
graph kernels to that of topological descriptors and graph edit distances [20]
in order to capture graph commonalities and differences even more comprehensively. Also other strategies for prototype determination like in [21] should be
investigated in this context. We see future applications for graphs beyond the
scope of chem- and bioinformatics, as well as for data structures that might be
transformed into graphs [22].
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